ABSTRACT
I. INTRODUCTION:
The project is intended to provide online banking facilities such as checking accounts, paying mobile bills, getting pay-in slips and making transfers over World Wide Web. Customer is supposed to provide login id and password to access his bank account online.. In addition to conventional banking services the customer is also facilitated with service like recharging mobile accounts for Airtel customers. Administrator end is responsible for validating the user i.e. not allowing any unauthorized person to access the account. In event of a customer forgetting the Login password, provision has been made to provide password through a secure passage. Administrator is responsible for adding customers without affecting existing customers.
(a)Objective and Scope of the project:
The main purpose of Online Banking Solution is to provide customers with an ability to make transactions online over a very user friendly interface.
(b) Facilities provided: View Account: Customer is authorized to check his account. Transfer Money: Customer can transfer money online over a secure passage to another account. Credit Card Facility: Customer can login using the credit card number. A customer can also apply for a credit card. Client: There will be two clients for the application. One will be a web-based user friendly client called bank customers. The other will be for administration purposes. Application Server: It takes care of the server script, takes care of JDBC-ODBC driver, and checks for the ODBC connectivity for mapping to the database in order to fulfill client and administrator's request.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION:
The major concern for an Internet -banking is the 'security'. There are many remote customers accessing the system and placing various requests/queries to get the required information or to make transactions with the bank at the time demanded. There are various aspects that are needed to address in this application. There should be a report generating Balance Enquiry the system need to guarantee the funds transfer to another account of the same bank. The system should provide assistance for request for  Cheque book 
Viewing monthly and annual statements (b) Event Diagram
The diagram below indicates the customer connects to the internet to perform all the transactions after he logged in successfully then the information will receive the server to maintain the requirements, and it will send a copy of the data to the database and vice versa. 
III. TESTING:
The previous chapter focused on the implementation of the application. It gave a detailed documentation of the code used and explained how each part works to make the application usable, functional and how each component contributes to the project. The testing chapter will discuss the usability and the functionality the system and then evaluate the results. The process of testing is documented for both the ISSN: 2249-2593 http://www.ijcotjournal.org
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user interface and the system.Software testing is an investigation conducted to provide stakeholders with information about the quality of the product or service under the test.
Usability Testing:
We did basic usability testing with 7 participants from computer science and some information systems students. Most of the participants said it was easy and after seeing the demo they did not need spend much time learning it. We used some Specific questions using likert scale and open ended questions and for each function/feature, it was asked how the user experienced performing that task.
Results

Fig.3:
This report shows the functional testing system. In above events chart clearly shows that the functional testing have 62% were successful while 38% were failed because of the untrusted ssl certificates
IV. CONCLUSION
The Online Banking project can be enhanced in future, which will increase the credibility and reliability of the website. The enhancements could be done by adding credit checks generating credit card statements. The enhancements that could be done are as follows: It can be implemented fully on the Internet by registering a domain and buying a web space. It can provide the Credit card bill payment option. It can provide user loan facilities with interest rates in accordance with bank to. It can be merged with other e-commerce websites for providing a gateway to pay through credit cards .
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